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SDNP002 – Modeling of the San Fernando dam 
under seismic loading of 1971

Summary:

This  case test described digital  modeling  construction  by  layers,  of  the  setting  in  water  and the  request
dynamics stopping of San Fernando subjected to an earthquake magnitude  Mw=6.6 . Modeling takes in
account at the same time hydraulic coupling and the plasticization of  the ground. LE non-linear behavior is
modelled by the law Hujeux.  seismic signal is introduced using one absorbing border.

modeling following is considered :
• modeling a:  hydraulic modeling under-integrated  D_PLAN_HM_IF is used. The algorithm used in

statics for the law Hujeux is ALGO_INTE = SEMI_EXPLICITE and in dynamics ALGO_INTE =
ROCK_EXPLICITE ; 

The objective of this case of validation is to give an example of a calculation of stopping in code_aster. Only 1
second of the dynamic loading is applied for reasons of computing time. The values of displacements do not
have meaning because the function WithRRET=NON is used.
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1 Problem of reference
1.1 Description of the study
1.1.1 Description stopping

The construction of the lower stopping of San Fernando began in 1912 and was spread out until 1915 for the
first 22 meters. The building materials used for the two facings are the fine sands (silts of poor quality), set up
(taken with same reserve) by a technique known as of “hydraulic fill”. By reference to their building technique,
these two zones are usually called “hydraulic fill”.  This technique leads to a weak state of density and thus
makes these materials particularly sensitive  to the risk of liquefaction. In 1915 a layer of 6 was added m in
argillaceous silt.  From  1916 to  1930,  the  stopping  was raised  until  a  height  of  42.7  m  with  this  time  of
compacted material.  Lastly, in  1940 was installation a refill  downstream out  of  ripraps so to  increase the
security of the work. The representation of a transverse section of the stopping is given on Figure 1.1.1-a.

 

Figure 1.1.1-a  : Transverse section of the lower stopping of San Fernando. 

The setting in water of the stopping lasted two years.
On February 9th, 1971, this Californian stopping saw its peak packing of 8.5 meters soot to the liquefaction of
the hydraulic embankment upstream induced by an earthquake magnitude 6.6 on the scale of Richter. 

 

Figure 1.1.1-b  : General sight of the lower stopping of San Fernando and his state of
rupture after the earthquake.

The 80,000 inhabitants of  the valley  downwards were evacuated in  catastrophe, for  fear  the work entirely
yields. The reserve of 15 million cubic meters of water could be emptied without incidents in three days. The
rupture of  the stopping occurred approximately  60 seconds after  the end of  the earthquake.  The note [1]
presents the study carried out in 2013. This case test rests above.
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1.1.2 Description of the earthquake 

LE dam San Fernando is subjected with the earthquake of  1971, with which the accélérogramme and the
spectrum of Fourier associated are represented on Figure 1.1.2-a. The duration of the signal is 15 seconds. The
maximum  acceleration  of  the  signal  is  adjusted  with  amax=0.6 g .  The  dominant  frequencies  of  the
spectrum are located between 0 and 2 Hertz. 

Figure 1.1.2-a  : Accélérogramme of the earthquake of San Fernando of 1971 and
associated spectrum. 

1.2 Description of the grid

The grid of the stopping is two-dimensional (plane deformation) and corresponds to the greatest cross section,
like illustratedE on Figure 1.2-a . It consists of 1897 quadratic elements including 1071 QUAD8 and 51 TRIA6
that  is to say a total  of  3497 nodes. It  is resulting from the grid  provided by the CIH to which a broader
foundation was added in order to follow the recommendation of the note [2].The foundation (blue) is posed on a
“rock” (in black) whose behavior, purely mechanical, is elastic linear.  The rest of the stopping is represented by
a hydraulic field coupled perfectly saturated with a solid matrix with the elastoplastic behavior modelled by the
law with Hujeux. The various zones of the stopping are represented by a code color in Figure 1.2-a, and their
correspondence with the parameters materials of the law of Hujeux is given in Table 1.4.1-1.

The face downstream, represented in green, is in reality made up of coarser ripraps not retaining the water, and
whose behavior  will  be modelled  by a  purely  mechanical  field.  Dyears  practice,  a  condition  of  worthless
pressure throughout calculation is imposed in this zone.
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Figure 1.2-a  : Grid of the stopping DE San Fernando 

1.3 Modeling

Modeling is D_PLAN_HM_SI in the stopping and the foundation. A modeling D_PLAN is applied to the rock.

1.4 Properties ofS materials
1.4.1 Mechanical properties

The parameters of the law of Hujeux given by the CIH for the various zones of the stopping are described in
the Table 1.4.1-1 hereafter. The correspondence of the data materials with these zones is retranscribed by a
code color, Figure 1.2-a .

The important data are the critical stress Pci  and the parameter amon  : 

• The parameter  Pci  is related to the state of initial  density of material and determines its greater
propensity to contract (sand releases) under loadings of cyclic shearing when the value is lower, or to
dilate (dense sand) when the value is larger. 

• The parameter amon  control greatest capacity of the ground to generate pore water pressure, when
value is lower. 

By jointly decreasing the value of these two parameters, the granular material will characterize a “loose” sand
and will tend to contract under loading of shearing by generating pore water pressure. The risk of liquefaction
(major reduction, even cancellation of average pressure effective within material)  will  be then higher. Under
these conditions, it appears that the sandy material constituting the facings of the stopping presents a high risk
of liquefaction. The face upstream, once gorged with water and potentially liquefiable, constitutes a priori the
weak point of the stopping, in accordance with the profile of rupture suggested in 1.1.1-b

Hujeux parameters
Roexpe
nsive

Foundation Sand Core
Surcouche
compacted

Clay Fill

K [MPa]  90 905.2 380 95 266 95 266

G [MPa]  50 50 228 57 122 57 122

ρgrain[kg/m
−3

]  2700 2700 2700 2700 2700 2700 2700

Porosity  0.44 0.44 0.44 0.49 0.55 0.49 0.55

préf [MPa]  - 1 1 1 1 1 1

p' c 0=d p 'crit 0[MPa] - 40 0.09 0.11 10 0.11 10

n  -  0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

φ[° ]  - 35 33 28 35 28 35

ψ[° ]  - 35 31 28 35 28 35

β  - 32 27 27 33 27 33

amon  - 6.10-3 8.10-4 5.10-3 13.10-4 5.10-3 13.10-4

acyc  - 8.10-4 4.10-4 3.10-3 5.10-4 3.10-3 5.10-4

cmon  - 5.10-3 0.02 0.02 10-4 0.02 10-4

ccyc  - 25.10-4 0.01 0.01 10-4 0.01 10-4
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b  - 0.05 0.05 0.12 0.1 0.12 0.1

d  - 2 8 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

Xm  - 2.4 2 3 2 3 2

α  - 1 0.5 0.4 1 0.4 1

rd
éla  - 0.02 0.001 0.01 0.002 0.01 0.002

r i
éla  - 0.04 0.09 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1

rhys  - 0.04 0.09 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1

rmob  - 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.5

Table 1.4.1-1 : Values of the parameters of the law Hujeux for the San Fernando dam

The reference document of  Code_Aster  R7.01.23 [3] a detailed description of  the parameters of  the law of
Hujeux gives.

  

1.4.2 Hydraulic properties

The hydraulic properties are provided by the CIH. The characteristic is the anisotropic character of the hydrous
properties.  Thus,  the  two  following  tables  give  the  properties  entered  under  the  orders  THM_DIFFU and
THM_LIQ for each material. The code color employed is  resulting from Figure 1.2-a , 

Parameters
THM_DIFFU

Roexpe
nsive

Foundation Sand Core
Surcouche
compacted

Clay Fill

Biot (L/T /N )  - 1 1 1 1 1 1

λh(m . s−1
)

 
- 10-6 10-5 10-8 - 10-7 10-5

 
λv (m . s−1

)
 

- 10-7 10-6 10-9 - 10-8 10-6

Table 1.4.2-1 : Parameters of THM_DIFFU 

Parameters
THM_DIFFU

Roexpe
nsive

Foundation Sand Core
Surcouche
compacted

Clay Fill

ρeau[kg/m
−3

]  - 1000 1000 1000 - 1000 1000

K eau[Pa ]
 

- 2.109 2.109 2.109 - 2.109 2.109

 

VISC(Pa . s)
 

- 0.001 0.001 0.001 - 0.001 0.001

DVISTEMP(m . s−1
) - 0 0 0 - 0 0
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Table 1.4.2-2 :  Parameters of THM_LIQU

1.5 Boundary conditions and loadings

Establishment  of  the  boundary  conditions  and  ofS  loadingS  is  based  on  the  methodology  described  in
documentation  [U2.04.08]  [2].  In  what  follows,  boundary  conditions  and  the  loadings  most  important  are
recalled, stage by stage.

1.5.1 For the static stage of construction by layers 

Construction by layers is carried out in 16 stages by the installation of 16 horizontal layers constant thickness
from approximately 2.5 Mr. the total duration of the operation is three years, which corresponds to the period of
construction between 1912 and 1915,  without  taking account  of  the later  specific  repairs.  The duration  of
installation each layer is identical and equal to 2.3 months.

The boundary conditions around the foundation are thus the following ones:

• embedding of the base of the foundation;
• blocking of horizontal displacement on the sides of the foundation;

The initial conditions and in extreme cases during construction by layers are thus the following ones:

• application  of  a  mechanical  pressure  “small”  Plibre=10kPa  on  the  free  surface  of  the
stopping;

• application of a worthless water pressure PRE1=0

It is only subjected to gravity during construction.

1.5.2 Setting in water of the stopping

According to S. Rachdi [4], to simulate the stage of setting in water after construction by layers or at the same
time significantly  does not modify  the final  fields of  displacement,  constraints and pressure interstitial.  This
choice is made to reduce the computing time.

The setting in water of the stopping consists in simulating the rise of reserve to the upstream of the stopping.
Of terms of modeling, that consists in applying a mechanical pressure and a water pressure depending at the
same time on altitude and time to the face upstream of the stopping. The other boundary conditions and of
loading remain unchanged compared to the end of the stage of construction by layers. The setting in water of
the stopping took place between 1940 and 1942. The total duration of the setting in water is fixed at two years.
The rise of the sheet of water is supposed to be linear.

1.5.3 Consolidation period

To respect the time interval  run out between 1942 and 1971, one period consolidation 30 years is simulated
before the application of  the seismic loading,  i.e.  one prolongs calculation without change of  the boundary
conditions nor of the loadings.

1.5.4 Stage seismic dynamics of request

The dynamic stage of calculation is a continuation of static calculation. The boundary conditions at the static
end of the stage apply to dynamic calculation. The only loading relates to the boundary conditions around the
foundation.  The conditions  of  blocking  of  displacements  are  initially  replaced  by  equivalent  conditions  of
imposed forces. That is carried out thanks to the use of specific stiffnesses 2D_DIS_T ,  initially allowing to
recover the values of equivalent forces, then in the second time D-to apply them all while disabling itself (by
cancelling their own stiffness). 
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The San Fernando dam is subjected to the earthquake of 1971. It is described in paragraph 1.1.2 . 

Small dimensions of the foundation do not make it possible to be freed from the effects edge on the waves
diffracted by the stopping. These undesirable effects are taken into account by the use of elements absorbents
placed around the foundation. These elements absorbents are also used to introduce the accélérogramme in
the form of  a plane wave  of  shearing (SV) of  vertical  incidence starting from the base of  the foundation.
Temporal diagram implicit HHT with α=−0,05 . It is  supposed indeed that nonthe material linearities are
enough  to  reproduce  the  physical  damping  of  the  waves  in  the  stopping.  The  step  of  temporal  starting
discretization  constant  and  is  fixed  at  Δ t=0,01 s ,  but  can  be  subdivided  by  2  in  the  event  of
nonconvergence, up to a level of 10 subdivisions. 

1.6 Parameter setting of calculation

Calculation is not parallel for reasons of stability of the law Hujeux. Required time CPU total is 12 midnight.

1.6.1 For static calculation

The parameter setting general is the following:

• SUBD_PAS = 2 ;
• SUBD_NIVEAU = 6 ;
• Solvor MUMPS  ; 
• RESI_GLOB_RELA = 5.10-4   for 6 first layers, 7.10-4 for following,
• ITER_GLOB_MAXI = 10   for the 13  first layers and 2 for the following ones;

For the law Hujeux:

• ALGO_INTE = SEMI_EXPLICITE 
• ITER_INTE_PAS = -40    ;
• ITER_INTE_MAXI = -50;
• RESI_INTE_RELA = 10-8 ;

The linear option of research is applied starting from layer 7,

1.6.2 For dynamic calculation

By concern of limiting the duration of the CAS-test, one restricts oneself to 1 second of signal with a step of
time. The temporal diagram used is the diagram HHT with MODI_EQUI =‘YES‘ and α=−0.05 .

The parameter setting general is the following:

• SUBD_PAS = 2;
• SUBD_NIVEAU = 6;
• Solvor MUMPS ; 
• RESI_GLOB_RELA = 5.10 -4  ; 
• ITER_GLOB_MAXI = 10  ;

For the law Hujeux:

• ALGO_INTE = ROCK _EXPLICITE 
• ITER_INTE_PAS = -40;
• ITER_INTE_MAXI = -50;

• RESI_INTE_RELA = 10-4 ;

1.6.3 Redimensioning of the hydraulic problem

Hydraulic  redimensioning  is  used  for  dynamic  calculation,  with  the  following  parameters:

P0=
1
K0

=10+4
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2 Modeling A
2.1 Characteristics of modeling

Modeling A is plane and of hydraulic type coupled (D_PLAN_HM_IF).

2.2 Calculation of the answer to the seismic request

The calculation of the answer to the seismic request takes place over one duration of 1 second. The step of
time is of 0,005 secondS with a step of 0.01 second filing.

2.3 Features tested

The new algorithms of Hujeux are tested:

• ALGO_INTE = SEMI_EXPLICITE for the stage statics
• ALGO_INTE = BACULE_EXPLICITE for the dynamic stage; 
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2.4 Sizes and results tested of modeling A

This case test aims at:

• of to capitalize in code_aster seismic method for calculation on a stopping 

• to capitalize the updated files of the study on San Fernando of 2013

It was selected to carry out calculation into sequential for reasonS of stability of the law Hujeux. Moreover, LE
signal is limited to 1 second to restrict the computing time at 12 midnight. None measurement is not available
under  these  conditions.  It  was  thus  selected  to  make digital  tests  of  notregression.  The  size  tested  is
displacement into differentS points. LE maximum of L '' acceleration is not tested.

2.4.1 Value DU compressing (DY) with T = 1 dryness

Identification Node Reference (m) Tolerance
Face

Downstream
N77 -0.001494979848215533 50%

Base stopping N206 4.7612606815516934E-05 50%
Sand releases N95 -0.00043349162346323356 50%

Summit N227 -0.000696165325133457 50%

Table 2.4.1-1

2.4.2 Value DU displacement (DX) with T = 1 dryness

Identification Node Reference Tolerance
Face

Downstream
N77 -0.014116010476370558 50%

Face
Upstream

N337 -0.01315134857471845 50%

Base stopping N206 -0.0005082457928601292 50%
Sand releases N95 -0.008600815622120119 50%

Table 2.4.2-1
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3 Summary of the results of modeling A

LES  various  options  of  resolution law  Hujeux  (SPECIFIC (SP),  SEMI_EXPLICITE (SE)  and
BASCULE_EXPLICITE (BE) ) were tested . L has Figure 3-a show that the 3 methodS give comparable results
in term of displacement. 

  a) DX        b) DY 

Figure 3-a  : Comparison displacements at the top of the stopping following the option of
resolution of Hujeux.

However, Of the differences for the local sizes like the pore water pressures because the methods are visible
known as “ explicit “ do not require a convergence  local of the law Hujeux. More information of these options is
available in the document [3].
Major interest of the methods explicit is the reduction of computing time and simpler convergence reducing the
use of  CONTINUATION of calculation. Thus, calculations with the classical method of code_aster to knowing
SPECIFIC recquiert  4  to  5  continuations  of  calculation  in  the  dynamic  part  against  2  to  3  in  the  cases
SEMI_EXPLICITE and BASCULE_EXPLICITE.

With final, LE calculation is coherent with reality and the result got in 2013 presented in the note of Mr. Kahm
[1] because the stopping breaks, Figure 3-b . 

Figure 3-b  : Visualization of deformed stopping at 15 seconds (BE) for the studies 2013-2020

However, of the differences appear because of the update of the modeling of the stopping which follows the
recommendationS of the note [2]. Calculation is  passed of the V11 Version in V14 of code_aster and the grid
was re-examined,Figure 3-c.
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Figure 3-c  : Comparison of the maillageS stopping DE San Fernando from 2013 and 2020

The more significant part of the foundation modelled with induced Hujeux of the differences between the results
of 2013 and 2020, Figure 3-d . 

a) DX b) DY

Figure 3-d  : Comparison displacements at the top of the stopping for the studies 2013-2020
(BE)

It is possible to approach the result of 2013 by increasing the zone associated with the rock. 

  a) With X        b) With Y 

Figure 3-e  : Comparison accelerations at the top of the stopping between the studies 2013-
2020 (BE).

Figure 3-e compare accelerations by making a filtering with 20Hz. 
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